Committee on Budget & Appropriations
~MINUTES~
Wednesday, May 22, 2019
9:00 AM

Committee Chair: Catherine Borgia

Committee Room, 148 Martine Avenue, 8th Floor, White Plains, NY 10601

www.westchesterlegislators.com

CALL TO ORDER
With a quorum present, Chair Catherine Borgia called the meeting to order at 9:40 AM.
Attendee Name

Title

Status

Catherine Borgia

Chair

Present

Nancy Barr

D6 Legislator

Absent

Margaret A Cunzio

D3 Legislator

Absent

Damon Maher

D10 Legislator

Absent

Catherine Parker

D7 Legislator (Majority Leader)

Present

John G. Testa

D1 Legislator (Minority Leader)

Absent

David J. Tubiolo

D14 Legislator

Present

Alfreda Williams

D8 Legislator (Vice Chair)

Absent

Arrived

Others In Attendance: BOL: MaryJane Shimsky, Kitley Covill, Tina Limengo, Alessandra
Restiano TLC: Leandra Eustache Guests: T. P. Toal, Terence Toal, Ray Schwartzman, Eddie
Stoppelmann, Cynphine Hsu, Iman Syed, Williams Reeve, Freyta Varga

MINUTES APPROVAL
I. ITEMS FOR DISCUSSION
Guest: Leandra Eustache- Chairperson, Taxi and Limousine Commission
Ride Share Subcommittee Discussion
1) Ride share safety issues and what the County can do
2) General economics of ride sharing
Leandra Eustache, joined the subcommittee and introduced herself to the Legislators and members of the
Subcommittee. The other members also introduced themselves. In attendance we had Terence Toal, Sr.,
Terence Toal, Jr. Ray Schwartzman and Ed Stopppelmann.
Ms. Eustache began the conversation by introducing herself to the members and giving an overview of the
Westchester County TLC. Since joining Westchester County, she has review all aspect of the Department
and has discussed that it can be broken down into two categories- Safety and Economics. She discussed
that a big issue for her with the TNC and the current laws in the state; is that there is no independent
verification of identity, there is also no fingerprinting required for drivers, there is no drug test required
for drivers, there is no automatic suspension for driver upon criminal arrest there is no monitoring of
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hours. Current enforcement by the County, they look for vehicles that are not displaying there trade dress
(logo), they do ticket for not displaying the proper trade dress. She discussed that at the last meeting of
the TLC board, they have expanded the rule of point to point driving, this applies to TNC that are working
off the platform.
Economic impact on the County, she noted that they did loose some revenue with the approval of TNC
drivers in Westchester. Prior to the approval in 2018 the County would ticket the drivers for illegal pick
up, at the height of ticketing in 2016 the County approximately $834,000. The department has also seen
a steady decline of the number of driver application and licensing since the approval of the TNC drivers.
Another issue, is that the drivers are earning below minimum wage.
She also discussed that there is safety concerns among the drivers of TNC as well as safety concerns of the
rider. Chairwoman Borgia asked if the TNC drivers have the right to refuse a passenger. Prom season has
become a big user of TNC and personal vehicles. Three times as many as livery cars. Since this would be a
extension of school grounds the are allowed to search the vehicle for alcohol and drugs. They partner with
STOP DWI, and target areas. They can also check the driver and the safety of the vehicle.
The TNC law does hinder what the department can do, however they can control some aspects. She
mentioned traffic control law specifically the airports. She discussed that we can institute some laws that
could prohibit TNC from driving up and picking up passengers. Currently it is easier for a airline
passenger to use the TNC apps then to call a taxi or car service. TNC discussion was held on how they can
create a solution that will allow the County to use a financial path for Airport revenues to create safer
transport for residents. The taxi company representative discussed their concerns with the lack of
licensing of TNC, the economic effects that TNC have on their business and how they feel regulating and
enforcement should be in Westchester. Ms. Eustache did say that the TLC commission does have some
regulation over TNC drivers and cars. She discussed that working with local municipalities that she would
be happy to work with local police to train and educate have to regulate and enforce.
Chairwoman Borgia discussed that if we could work with the Public Safety Committee to work on making
amendments to the State law to add additional safety measures, specifically fingerprinting the drivers.
She discussed we need to decide what is the best path for the County to take to make the recommendation
to the State. Ms. Eustache discussed that since Westchester borders NYC, we should have reciprocity.
The members discussed the security measure currently in the law and what the County can and cannot
enforce. Discussion was held on the permitting of the drivers and how is that enforced and is it required.
Chairwoman Borgia discussed that maybe we (the County) can also have some forum to educate the
passengers of the current security regulation. Understanding that the current law has limitation and our
leverage is opting out. Chairwoman Borgia asked the members about meeting again mid summer to take
some next steps. No action was taken.

II. OTHER BUSINESS
Unfinished Business and any other agenda items to come before the Committee.

III. RECEIVE & FILE
1. (ID # 11400) Communication – LEGISLATORS BORGIA, BARR, MAHER AND
PARKER: Green Light NY: Driving Together Fact Sheet:
Forwarding a fact sheet entitled, "Green Light NY: Driving Together."
RESULT:
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2. (ID # 11557) Communication – LEGISLATORS SHIMSKY, MAHER, BOYKIN, L.
WILLIAMS, A. WILLIAMS, BARR, JOHNSON, COVILL, CLEMENTS, BORGIA, PARKER
AND PEREZ: Governing.com Article - "The Bus System of the Future":
Forwarding a Governing.com article entitled, "The Bus System of the Future."
RESULT:

PENDING

ADJOURNMENT
Moved by Legislator ___________ seconded by Legislator ______________ the Committee
adjourned at 10:18 AM.
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Catherine Borgia
Legislator, 9th District
Chair, Budget and Appropriations Committee

To:
From:
Date:
RE:

Committee Assignments
Appointments
Environment, Health & Energy
Intergovernmental Services
Legislation
Labor & Housing

Benjamin Boykin, Chair, Board of Legislators
Catherine Borgia, Legislator
November 1, 2018
Document to add to November 19, 2018 Board of Legislators Meeting
Agenda

Please add the attached fact sheet entitled “Green Light NY: Driving Together”
from the New York Immigration Coalition to the agenda for referral to the proper
committees.
Thank you.

Tel: (914) 995-2812 • Fax: (914) 995-3884 • E-mail: Borgia@westchesterlegislators.com
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MaryJane Shimsky
Legislator, 12 District
th

Majority Whip
Chair, Committee on Public Works

Committee Assignments:
Appointments
Environment, Health & Energy
Law & Major Contracts
Legislation
Parks, Planning & Economic Development
Public Safety
Seniors & Constituencies
Social Services

MEMORANDUM
TO:
FROM:
DATE:
RE:

Benjamin Boykin, Chair, Board of Legislators
MaryJane Shimsky, Legislator – 12th District
February 4th, 2019
Governing: “The Bus System of the Future” by Stephen Goldsmith and Wyatt
Cmar

Please add the attached article to the PW and B&A committees.

Tel: (914) 995-2821 • Fax: (914) 995-3884 • E-mail: Shimsky@westchesterlegislators.com
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Indianapolis is rethinking its approach, seeking new efficiencies that will better serve
those from disadvantaged communities.

One of the foundational dilemmas of developing and managing an urban bus network is the
tradeoff between service coverage and frequency. Holding the number of buses constant,
prioritizing geographic coverage means those buses can make fewer trips. However,
neighborhoods don't like to see their stops removed, so cities are often stuck with infrequent
service and underutilized capacity.
Do transit officials consolidate their services to reach the largest number with the fastest possible
rides, or do they maintain service delivery across as large an area as possible, even if that means
uncertain wait periods for riders?
We recently spoke to Mike Terry, president and CEO of the Indianapolis Public Transportation
Corp. (known familiarly as IndyGo), about this question. He outlined both the major overhauls
and the small tweaks that he believes will drastically improve commutes for the city's residents.
In Indianapolis, as is the case for so many other cities, the connections between jobs, housing and
other amenities have all changed drastically over the years as neighborhoods and transportation
options have evolved. "A developer might build a million-square-foot employment center with a
good deal on rent, but oftentimes it will be located in a place that's inaccessible by transit," said
Terry. "That puts a lot of pressure on the system."
As part of his agency's five-year plan, Terry and his colleagues at IndyGo envision a grid-based
system that connects a series of frequent service lines. Working with transportation consultant
Jarrett Walker, they sought to realign the system to prioritize dense, walkable areas, which is
good news for economically disadvantaged communities.
The planning process turned out to be educational for community members. At one point Terry,
Walker and others sat a group of them around a map with pipe cleaners that represented potential
transit lines. Different colors stood for different levels of service. Financial constraints meant, of
course, that not every line could be high-frequency. "People realized that they didn't have enough
money to do everything they wanted," said Terry.
Ultimately, IndyGo decided to build a strong core system and utilize new transportation modes
(rideshares and bikeshares, mainly) to serve residents beyond a comfortable walking distance
from transit. It's a compromise, but one that has become much easier to make as residents become
more accustomed to using new shared transportation services and local governments work more
closely with those services' providers.
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The spine of the improved Indianapolis transit system will consist of three bus rapid transit routes.
Passengers traveling along these corridors will enjoy dedicated lanes as well as traffic-signal
priority, meaning that buses should experience a "green wave" along their routes as they skim
past intersections. If all goes according to plan, riders will no longer be caught in the lamentable
position of catching a bus as soon as they step up to the curb, only to find themselves waiting for
a half-hour at their next transfer point.
Consolidating the city's transit corridors also has given IndyGo room to expand the hours of
service that the new bus lines will run. Shift workers commuting in the middle of the night won't
be as reliant on car ownership, carpooling or the help of a loved one to drop them off and pick
them up.
Small design changes, such as locating bike racks inside of buses, will allow multimodal
commuters to quickly and comfortably get where they are going. Level boarding at station
platforms will further reduce time intensive loading periods.
There is another area for efficiency gains in the boarding process. The rapid transit line will offer
riders the ability to pay their fares prior to boarding so that they can get past the loading door and
into seats as quickly as possible. Terry also noted that IndyGo wants to develop an account-based
system "where a person has a card that can be loaded by an individual at a kiosk, or even by an
outside funder such as a college or an employer." Such a system could also enable government
benefits to more easily be applied to bus trips, opening up the possibility for increased subsidies
to economically disadvantaged commuters.
Changing land uses and transportation options should be seen as an opportunity for cities, not a
threat. Perhaps the most prescient component of Indianapolis's new system is its flexibility. A
strong transit spine going through a dense downtown will be a necessary feature of urban
transportation for a long time to come, but we're seeing a number of new ways evolving for
remoter residents to get to those spines. More innovations are to come, and more changes are on
their way for how residents get around their cities.
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